PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
OFFICE OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

STUDENT DISABILITY ACCOMMODATION NOTIFICATION FORM

Princeton evaluates each accommodation request on its particular facts and merit. Appropriate, reasonable, accommodations are accorded students with a documented, permanent disability which results in a substantial, material, and irreversible impairment of a major life function. You must provide a report with current tests (not more than one year from the date of your accommodation request) from a medical doctor or licensed learning specialist which indicates: the present status of the permanent impairment; its impingement or limitation on a major life activity; its relevance to the educational setting; and suggested, possible, reasonable accommodations for the Seminary to consider. You are responsible, at your own expense, for providing this report to the Seminary. Upon receipt of this form, you will receive further information from the Seminary to start your request process.

IF YOU HAVE A DOCUMENTED DISABILITY TO START YOUR REQUEST PROCESS, PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN THIS FORM

Name: __________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________
City: ______________________    State:  _____________    ZIP Code:  _____________
Phone:  ______________________    E-mail:  ____________________________________
I have a (check those that apply):  ___ physical disability
  ___ learning disability
  ___ psychological disability
Comment: ______________________________________________________________________
Signature:  _____________________________________________    Date: _________________

Submission of this form alone does not qualify for an accommodation.
A physician or certified learning specialist report must be received by the Seminary.

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM AND ALL REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION TO:

Heidi Gehman
Office of Academic Affairs
Princeton Theological Seminary
P. O. Box 821
Princeton, New Jersey 08542-0803
Phone: 609-497-7818
Fax: 609-497-7819
E-mail: academic.admin@ptsem.edu

Medical reports will not be accepted via e-mail.
Medical reports require original signatures.